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But my efforts were, I fear, largely wasted; and the French
cause in Argentina was gravely prejudiced by that Parisian's
bland inability to see any Argentines beyond the rast&s he
had seen from his corner table in some restaurant at home.
This mood of faint superiority must be suppressed, if
French propaganda is to have its full effect. Indeed, in
Argentina the situation appears to call for still more drastic
suppressions. For it would be fatal to the Latin legend to
admit a number of disturbing facts, by which its symmetry
is gravely menaced. Thus, it is unfortunate (but true) that
British policy made possible the dawn of Argentine inde-
pendence and that British energy has played a leading part
in the development of Argentina. But as this admission
would completely mar the Latin theory, M. Morand bravely
turns a blind eye to half the history of Argentina, exclaiming:
" Ce qui a me VArgentine, ce riest pas I'Espagnol, cest le
Basque, c'est I'Allemand, c'est le Frangais, c'est I'ltalien.., /'
The catalogue, it will be observed, breaks off abruptly
before the British name is reached; and there is something
sublime in this determination to appropriate the credit, to
rewrite the history of Argentina, substituting Frenchmen
in the more favourable roles. One quite expects to read on
the next page that M. Georges Canning, whose ministry
was the leading glory of the reign of Louis XVIII, called
the New World into being, or that Almirante Brown was
a Breton sailor ; and it might be just as well to add that
French capital built nearly all the railways. But perhaps
the intrepid author did not think of that.
In any case, the French campaign for the spiritual annexa-
tion of South America enjoys the powerful assistance of one
local impulse. For the glamour of Paris is widely felt.
A thoughtful student writes with a good deal of truth that
" when Latin Americans go abroad, Paris is their Mecca;
France their second patria." French models, which delight
their ladies, satisfy their authors too ; and there is something
almost touching in the confession of Ruben Dario, a writer
of real distinction, that it was his dream to write in French,

